Currently, there are used a range of methods in the discourse analysis of gender (Baker 2014: 4) but most of these studies have been conducted on English. Our analysis engaging Czech data is one of the first in the field to analyse gender in Czech. In this research, we would like to describe the corpus approach to the analysis of gender in Czech and present similarities and differences between men and women as they appear in journalistic texts.

In the Czech environment, there have been previous qualitative gender studies (Hofmannová 2004) but a corpus approach to analysing gender remains unpopular. Therefore, our research was inspired by some previous discursive gender analysis of collocations conducted by Pearce (2008), Caldas-Coulthard & Moon (2010), Baker (2010), Macalister (2011), Taylor (2013), Moon (2014).

Research material and tools

For purpose of this study, we used a representative selection from the contemporary written Czech SYN2015 corpus (Křen et al. 2015; Křen et al. 2016; Cvrček, Čermáková & Křen 2016) which is divided into three text types: fiction (FIC), non-fiction, and newspapers and magazines (NMG). In our investigation, we took into account NMG, using a research sample which consists of 39,744,419 tokens.

For data analysis, we used two different interfaces: KonText (Machálek & Křen 2013) and a paradigmatic query interface (Cvrček 2017). KonText is an open-source application developed within the framework of the Institute of Czech National Corpus (ICNC, http://ucnk.ff.cuni.cz). The interface for paradigmatic query is not formally available as it is still in development at ICNC. This kind of search tool made it possible to classify adjectives into groups that collocate exclusively, almost exclusively or predominantly with the lexemes muž and žena.

Analysis

In our analysis, we dealt with the lexemes žena/muž in the journalistic part (NMG) of the SYN2015 corpus. We were looking for premodifying adjective collocates. In the next step, the adjectives we found were divided into groups according to exclusive, almost exclusive, or predominant appearance with one or another lexeme. Based upon this, we established four groups each sorted out into masculine (collocating with lexeme muž) and feminine (collocating with lexeme žena) as well and one group of adjectives common for both sexes.

Based on these four groups, we created ten semantic categories into which we sorted out the adjectives. These ten categories were labelled as follows: age, strength and supernatural power, appearance and attractiveness, character, psychological state and adjectives evoking positive/negative emotion, maternity, nationality/ethnicity, action, marital status, sexual orientation and others.
Our analysis has shown that a stereotypical view of men and women is still present in journalistic texts. We proved that certain adjectives are used only with one of the examined lexemes (e.g. **klíčový** 'key' only with **muž** and **practical** 'practical' only with **žena**). Our analysis shows that in the case of masculine adjectives, men are often described by age, strength and supernatural power. In the case of feminine adjectives, they are often related to motherhood and nationality/ethnicity. Adjectives evoking negative and positive emotions, appearance and attractiveness are common for both.
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